SSSM-Caste Certificate Verification and Registration Training, Ratlam

One day training program on “SSSM-Caste Certificate Verification and Registration Module” (on 07th January 2014 at 11:00AM to 12:30PM) held at Meeting Hall, Collectorate, Ratlam.

Sh. K.S. Brahmne, Food and Civil Supply Officer, Ratlam welcomed the gathering and emphasized on need of this application to monitor and systematized the caste certification/verification.

SSSM training is given basically on Caste Certificate Verification and Registration Module by Shri Deepak Vyas, NIC DIO, Ratlam to 30 participants including data entry operators of local bodies and SDOs of Ratlam district.

An Online module namely SAMAGRA SAMAJIK SURKSHA MISSION developed to get consolidated reports on baseline survey data at State, District and other user level. Subsequently Food and Civil Supply department and NIC, Ratlam conducted Trainig Program on SSSM - Caste Certificate Verification and Registration Module.

DIO NIC Ratlam, Shri Deepak Vyas imparted the training about the roles of local bodies and SDOs in caste certificate registration, verification and management module and also about dos and don’ts.

Hands on training imparted to participants on data input formats and procedure to capture data were explained to the participants and soft copy of user manual also provided to participants.
The DIO clarified the doubts raised by the participants and gave necessary guidelines for editing and verification of certificate.

The training program ended with concluding remarks and thanks by Shri K.S. Brahmne, DSO, Ratlam.
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